
Dont mess 1801 

Chapter: 1801 

“Yeah! Where is Miss Bai?” Yu Sheng followed Zhu Xiaoshu’s words with emotion, and the corners of his 

mouth were full of mockery. 

Behind Zhu Xiaoshu, Bai Yulan saw the person she was holding in Yu Sheng’s arms, her face stiffened and 

she stopped and then stepped back. 

She whispered: “This day is here after all, you still found her.” 

As soon as she said these words, it proved all Yu Sheng’s guess that what she had in her arms was the 

real white magnolia. The woman who stood there with her for so long and was pregnant with her own 

child was not a white magnolia. 

She was the person code-named 006, Yu Sheng couldn’t help but tears in his eyes, and then immediately 

held him back. 

He is a man, how can he show his fragility in front of him. 

Hugging Magnolia and walking forward a few steps, came to the bed, gently put the other party down, 

and then covered her with a quilt. 

Yu Sheng said: “Don’t quarrel with him here, let’s go out and talk.” 

He was extremely gentle, still so considerate but not treating himself, the fake white magnolia behind 

Zhu Xiaoshu, strode completely ignoring his stomach, and hurriedly left the room. 

Zhu Xiaoshu looked left and right. He didn’t know what to say, so he could only walk out of the room 

with the fake Magnolia. 

The three of them walked out of the room, and Yu Sheng couldn’t hide his anger and asked, “You better 

tell me what the hell is going on? I don’t want to listen to lies!” 

He didn’t have a face to face, but everyone knew who he was talking to. 

“Don’t you know everything? What else do you ask me to do?” 

The fake Magnolia’s face was indifferent, she waved her hand indifferently and looked at her for the rest 

of her life, she didn’t even realize her mistake at all. 

Yu Sheng laughed at her like this, yes! He was very angry, he wanted to torture the person in front of 

him, but looking at that face, he couldn’t say a word of cruelty. 

She didn’t even dare to look at her when she lost her temper, for fear that she couldn’t help but shut up. 

The Chen family is really capable, Yu Sheng admires it from the bottom of his heart and knows what his 

weakness is. 

He made an identical person and came to him, deceived his emotions, became pregnant with his own 

child, and tortured his own woman. 

The Chen family is simply amazing! Look at this one after another, just like spreading pancakes, it’s 

admirable! 

“Miss Bai…what the hell is going on?” Zhu Xiaoshu was shocked as she listened to these words next to 

her. She was very nervous and looked at this and then at that. 

As soon as Zhu Xiaoshu’s words fell, he heard his master’s roar: “Don’t call her Miss Bai, she is a thief 

who stole someone else’s identity.” 

When Yu Sheng’s words came out, the fake Magnolia that was originally calm could no longer calm 

down. She turned to look at Yu Sheng, and said with tears in her eyes: “Yes, I’m just a thief who stole 

someone else’s identity, yes, I It’s not a white magnolia, but so what? Is it a fake if I love you? Isn’t the 

child in my stomach your child?” 



She walked towards the rest of her life step by step. She followed closely with one sentence after 

another. She had sadness on her face but no regrets. She never felt regret for the things in her hands. 

Yu Sheng didn’t reply to her words, Yu Sheng turned his face and asked: “Since you admit that you are 

not Magnolia, then who are you?” 

There was no echo for a long time, and the space was extremely quiet. The breeze occasionally brought 

some coldness. Zhu Xiaoshu hugged his arms tightly and felt a pain in his forehead. What is this? 

“My name is Xiang Kui. You may have forgotten my name. I used to be a nurse in your family. I fell in 

love with you at first sight hahahahaha… 

Later, when the hair was out of control, she came to you like her, ridiculous, no matter how you like to 

steal it, it will be stolen or you have to return it. ” 

The fake white magnolia came to Yu Sheng’s side with Xiang Kui crying and laughing. She hugged Yu 

Sheng and cried non-stop. 

For the rest of his life, the whole body was tense, he wanted to struggle, but listening to the woman’s 

cry and the face, he could only helplessly let him hold in the end. 

Xiang Kui, I am very familiar with where it seems to have heard it. There were several nurses in my 

family at the time, and the rest of my life had completely forgotten which one it was. 

“This is not your reason, it is wrong to be wrong.” Yu Sheng stretched out his hand and patted the 

woman’s head indifferently. 

I used to wear loving eyes when I patted a woman’s head, but now I have nothing to do for the rest of 

my life.  

Chapter: 1802 

“I know…” Xiang Kui buried her head on Yu Sheng’s shoulders, and she babblingly asked: “I know I was 

wrong, can you love me? Can you love me? Can you love me? ?” 

She asked three questions one after another, one more humble, and the rest of her life felt very 

distressed, and at the same time the sulking in her heart became more and more prosperous. 

“No.” Yu Sheng closed his eyes, shook his head, and pushed Xiang Kui away. He said, “I already have 

someone I love. I’m sorry, no. I can’t fall in love with two people at the same time.” 

Xiang Kui was pushed away and immediately fell to the ground feebly. She was crying in tears to find 

someone pitiful. 

Seeing this, Zhu Xiaoshu subconsciously wanted to help her in the past, but as soon as he looked up, he 

saw his master shaking his head at him. Zhu Xiaoshu immediately stopped his going forward. 

“Why can’t you like me? Why…” Xiang Kui burst into tears, she was so sad that she cried until she finally 

lay on the ground weakly. 

The floor of Xuan Tianzong is very clean, but a little bit cold. 

After a while, she cried enough, and then she said, “Have you been to Chengyue Teahouse? I think you 

know what you should know, so I will tell you something you don’t know! ” 

“Chengyue Teahouse belongs to the property of Chen Tianming, the eldest son of the Chen family, and 

we are all his subordinates. When I first met you, I was not his subordinate. Later, I made a deal with 

him and got 006. Code name.” 

“It’s a pity that this transaction cost me myself. For the rest of my life, I know you won’t love me. It 

doesn’t matter, I love you very much.” 

“The group of people is terrible. Don’t fight them hard. You have to be good. I can do anything. If you 

are angry, you can kill me. You can torture me how you want. Do you want to know?” 



Xiang Kui said a dalian string, and said that she was crying again, and Zhu Xiaoshu was also crying beside 

her. She didn’t know whether she should pity the woman in front of her, but she was very sad. 

In fact, after Yu Sheng heard this, it was false to say that he did not dare to move, and it was false to say 

that he was very moved. He could not express his complicated feelings at this moment. 

He opened his mouth and then closed it again. After a pause, he opened his mouth again and said, “I 

don’t want to pursue it anymore, and beat the child to live a normal life.” 

Yu Sheng was asking Xiang Kui to beat the child in his stomach. It was very difficult for him to say this. 

No matter what, the child in his stomach was his own child. He was not cruel to this point. 

He said so and let Xiang Kui do it, so that she could live her own life. With a child tied up, the woman in 

front of her was destined to not be able to live this life peacefully. 

After listening to these words, Yu Sheng knew that she didn’t have too much progress, just being used 

by others. 

“I don’t want it, you don’t want to kill my child.” Xiang Kui cried when she heard this, she held Yu Sheng 

tightly, and she cried and said: “You don’t want to kill my baby, okay? You don’t want to kill me. How 

about you and your child? That is the only nostalgia between me and you, I beg you…” 

She was speechless and incoherent, and the only point was to ask the rest of her life not to destroy his 

child. Yu Sheng’s heart was so painful that he didn’t want to destroy this child either! 

But all of this is wrong, all of them are wrong. 

Zhu Xiaoshu opened his mouth and wanted to say something, but everything he wanted to say was 

stuck in his throat, and he couldn’t say a word. 

This matter is said to be a peach blossom debt caused by my master, and it is also their business, as an 

apprentice, I really don’t know what to say. 

During this period of time, I got along well with the fake Magnolia. In fact, I have feelings. Zhu Xiaoshu 

wanted to say a few words for the other party, but these things were brought out by the other party, 

and he didn’t know how to speak for the other party. 

Except for helplessness, it is very helpless. Forget it, let’s see what your master does. 

“Hit him, it’s good for me and you.” Yu Sheng stretched out his hand to lift up the woman who had fallen 

on the ground, and looked at the other’s stomach, with deep reluctance in his eyes. 

Xiang Kui patted Yu Sheng’s hand and shouted: “It’s not good… not good at all!”  

Chapter: 1803 

“Don’t hit him, can you keep him?” 

“He is your child and me! In the future, if there is no you, I will only have him. You can do anything with 

me. Will you let him go?” 

“Yu Sheng, I beg you, you let him go, let me give birth to him, he is also a life! Yu Sheng.” 

Xiang Kui begged bitterly, her current appearance really made the hearer sad and the others cry. 

For the rest of her life, how could she be willing to have this child, but it is not necessarily a good thing 

for an unmarried girl to drag a child, and it will miss the girl’s life. 

I have already harmed the other person, how can I let this child also harm the other person. 

Yu Sheng wanted to say something more, but Zhu Xiaoshu on the side shook his head frantically at him. 

Yu Sheng knew that the little apprentice wanted to stop irritating the woman in front of him. 

Seeing the other party’s tearful and sad look, Yu Sheng finally said helplessly: “Okay.” 

It is very difficult for this good character to return for the rest of his life, because once promised is the 

responsibility, and the responsibility is to the end. 



You often have to think about whether you can afford it. What will happen if you can’t afford it? 

This is all unpredictable and can only be prepared for a rainy day. 

“Really? You really agreed?” Xiang Kui asked in disbelief. 

Yu Sheng nodded blankly: “I promised you can keep this child, but I want to send you abroad. 

Don’t think about it randomly. I sent you abroad because I didn’t see you. I sent you abroad to protect 

your safety. 

Chen Tianming can’t do anything to me, but he will definitely not let you go. Sending you abroad is the 

best choice. ” 

For the rest of his life, there should still be a little bit of tenderness in his bones. For example, he is very 

tender now, and he has everything. 

“Why are you so good to us?” Xiang Kui thought that Yu Sheng hated her to death, and thought that Yu 

Sheng finally dared them to arrange a back road. 

“Just treat it as accumulating blessings for the children.” 

For the rest of his life, he answered the wrong question. Looking at Xiang Kui’s stomach, his eyes were 

sad and a flash of love. There was a father who would not like his child, even though his knowledge 

came from a calculation. 

Yu Sheng said: “Take him to a good life abroad, and when I’m done, I will go to him.” 

Xiang Kui nodded, she knew Yu Sheng was talking about the child in her stomach. 

“When you leave, remember to apologize to Magnolia. After all, you did something wrong.” 

I don’t want to pursue that much, but it is necessary to apologize. Yu Sheng waved his hand and asked 

Zhu Xiaoshu to take the person away quickly. 

“I know I did something wrong, but I don’t regret it.” 

Xiang Kui left such a sentence, and then left with Zhu Xiaoshu. Should I say that the other party is 

persistent, or should I say that she is stubborn. 

Yu Sheng curled his lips, always felt that nothing was too good to say, and they all mean the same thing. 

Going back to the room and taking a look at Magnolia, Magnolia was still sleeping, probably because she 

hadn’t been sleeping well recently. She had been frowning and was sleeping very restlessly. 

Yu Sheng rubbed her brows, then gently closed the door and walked to the office area. 

Not long ago, he sent a message to the elites of Xuan Tianzong and Song Houyu and they arranged a 

meeting. 

He decided to take someone there, picked the Chengyue Teahouse, and at the same time informed Du 

Fei’s side, and went together at that time. 

People who have bullied themselves and want to open the door safely to pick up customers, are they 

daydreaming? 

The conference hall was already full of people. I was waiting for the rest of my life. The doctor said a few 

exciting words as soon as he came up. Then he cut to the topic and told the story of what happened to 

Magnolia and the fake Magnolia recently. 

Including those things encountered by Xuan Tianzong, as soon as these things happened, the people 

underneath were really angry. 

“Sect Master, why didn’t you tell us earlier?” 

“Yeah! You tell us which is useful, we will pick it up yesterday and we will wait until today.” 

“Sect Master, let’s go now…” 

One or two could not sit still, clamoring that they were going to pick Chengyue Teahouse. 



Yu Sheng comforted them and sat down, and then talked to them about the plan in detail, which led 

them to the center of Qian City.  

Chapter: 1804 

Leading everyone to the Chengyue Teahouse, Du Fei came one step ahead of them, and a large group of 

people gathered around the door. 

Yu Sheng went up quickly and said hello to Du Fei, and then the two approached Chengyue Teahouse 

one after the other, and the others followed suit. 

“I originally wanted to investigate and investigate this matter before telling you about it, but I didn’t 

think of your side… alas!” Du Fei said in Yu Sheng’s ear as he walked, and he even sighed when he said it. 

Tone. 

When you really should know, no matter what you do or how to stop the other party, you will know. 

When you don’t know, even if you send the evidence to the other party, there is no use. 

Yu Sheng patted him on the shoulder and said with a smile: “That’s what you wanted to tell me that day, 

isn’t you afraid? Seeing how you talk and stop, are you afraid that I won’t believe you?” 

It’s about Magnolia, and I will focus on thinking about the other party. It’s normal if I don’t believe him, 

but Du Fei is my brother! He would think more about what he said. 

Why are you so unconfident? I don’t think I would believe him. 

“I just wanted to tell you this, but I’m not afraid of you yet, so I didn’t say it.” Du Fei nodded. 

As they talked and walked, they came to the second floor of Chengyue Teahouse. A large group of 

people followed them. This group of people came in like the gangsters and scared away many tea 

customers. It’s bold enough to want to watch Hot Hoo. 

Jia Ming directly grabbed a waiter, grabbed the other’s collar and asked, “Where are you in charge? 

Hurry up and call him out and tell him that the trouble is coming.” 

According to the master, they came here on purpose today, so they can be arrogant and don’t need to 

save any face to these people. 

Especially this matter is related to Xuan Tianzong. Jia Ming was full of energy when he thought of this 

place. Although his martial arts was not very good, he still pretended to shoot a tea cup not far away to 

scare the waiter. 

“However, I didn’t see Sect Master Yu for a while, and Sect Master Yu’s style became even more 

vigorous! It made the Xiaosheng scared to see it!” 

At the end of the second floor, there was a calm male voice, and at the same time, he attacked Jia Ming 

with an internal force. The location of the attack happened to be Jia Ming’s hand holding the waiter’s 

collar. 

Yu Sheng still had eyesight and quick hands, and interrupted that inner strength with the same inner 

strength, which didn’t hurt Jia Ming. 

Yu Sheng frowned. This Chengyue Teahouse came to the master. When he came last time, he was just a 

few ordinary waiters and that special waitress. 

Now Yu Sheng clearly felt that there were a few martial artists at the scene, and the person who just 

spoke at the end of the second floor was very powerful. 

“If you are really afraid, why would you rush to make a move? But it’s all your joke.” 

Yu Sheng smiled and walked to the end of the second floor. He wanted to see who was where. 

“What did Sect Master Yu say? If I don’t take action, will I just watch my people die?” 

There are questions and answers, tit-for-tat, no words, this person definitely has a background, and the 



rest of his life thinks as he walks. 

When he reached the end, the man was sitting with his back to him. The man was wearing a 

characteristic black jacket. His whole body exuded a kind of refined temperament, and he couldn’t see 

the harshness of the talent. 

Yu Sheng asked: “Who is your Excellency?” 

The man didn’t speak at first, and then slowly turned his head. After the other party turned around, Yu 

Sheng could see the other party’s face clearly. That person was Chen Tianming, the eldest son of the 

Chen family. 

The other party actually came in person, and for the rest of his life there was some shock and 

fearlessness, even if it was Chen Tianming? 

This matter was because the other party was at fault, and it wasn’t that I was deliberately picking up the 

matter, so why should I be afraid of him. 

“Master Chen came here in person, it seems that I have a lot of weight in Master Chen’s heart!” Yu 

Sheng chuckled twice, with irony in his smile. 

Chen Tianming didn’t care about his attitude. Chen Tianming shook the folding fan in his hand and said 

indifferently: “The weight is not enough.” 

Du Fei did not follow, he looked at the two of them from a distance, because they were too far apart, he 

could not even hear what the two were talking about, he could only see that the corners of their mouths 

were smiling. 

Then the inexplicable two suddenly fought, and Du Fei quickly dispersed the crowd so as not to 

accidentally injure others. 

From the 2nd floor to the 1st floor, the whole teahouse was almost demolished by the two, all of the 

tables were broken and the tea cups and teapots were in a mess. 

The two internal forces competed, and no one dared to step forward, if they stepped forward, they 

would be seriously injured. 

“How long are they going to fight?” Jia Ming stared at the two-character contestants dumbfounded. The 

contest between the masters was terrible. Look at this messy scene, where they need to dismantle the 

Yue teahouse. For the rest of his life, one person is enough.  

Chapter: 1805 

The two fighting men fought for a long, long time, and neither of Jia Ming knew how many seeds they 

had knocked off, and their tongues were all knocked numb. 

Just as they wanted to go back to sleep for a while and then come back to watch, a thick white mist 

suddenly appeared around the two fighting men, and the white mist enveloped the two of them, 

allowing the people outside to look at it. Unclear the situation inside. 

The boy Jia Ming became like this at first sight, he immediately rushed up nervously, yelling: “My 

master, my master is still inside…” 

Fortunately, Du Fei’s quick eyes and hands were about to hold people back, or else he would really 

break into the battlefield. 

Du Fei helplessly patted the back of his head and cursed angrily: “Ancestor, do you know what you are 

doing?” 

“Anyone who dares to break in in the competition, isn’t it lifeless?” 

“Do you really want to die that way? I think the first thing your master comes out is to send you to 

heaven.” 



Sometimes Du Fei speaks really poisonously! The tongue slid up quickly, utterly stupefying Jia Ming. 

“I’m not worried about my master?” Jia Ming murmured, scratching the back of his head. 

“Does your master need you to worry about? You don’t want to think about his strength?” 

Taking advantage of the time the two were talking, the thick fog quietly dispersed, finally allowing 

people outside to see the situation inside. 

The man in the black jacket was beaten to the ground, blood was vomiting at his mouth, and he looked a 

little dying. 

On the other hand, Yu Sheng stood there like Mount Tai, blinking tired eyes, and walking towards Chen 

Tianming step by step. 

When he was about to approach Chen Tianming, a woman suddenly rushed out from nowhere, and the 

woman slammed into Chen Tianming’s front. 

“For the rest of your life, be forgiving and forgiving.” The woman yelled at Yu Sheng. 

Looking at the woman for the rest of his life, the original doubts and puzzles were finally answered at 

this moment. 

He is still thinking that he and Chen Tianming and the Chen family have no grievances and no grudges, 

how can the other party deal with him? 

After doing it for a long time, it turned out that the hero was saddened by Beauty Pass. The cause of all 

this was Li Yun in front of him. 

Yu Sheng looked at Li Yun, and it had been a long time since I saw this woman again. Since the last time I 

hurriedly said goodbye, and when she was taken as a disciple by the nightshade, I have never seen her 

again. 

I didn’t even come to find the other party, I didn’t think that the other party had come to the door by 

himself, and he did so many messes for myself. 

Chen Tianming can join hands with Li Yun, and the rest of his life will be able to understand this matter. 

After all, although there is no major connection, after all, he can’t see him and see him down. Maybe he 

will hook up someday? 

“Will forgive others and forgive others?” Yu Sheng smiled sarcastically and then said: “Miss Li can talk, 

why did you not forgive others and forgive others? ?” 

With such a big face, he dared to ask others to do something that he couldn’t do. For the rest of his life, 

he stared at the two of them. At this moment, there was clearly a murderous intent in his eyes. 

Originally because Li Yun and Yu Sheng had a deep hatred, Yu Sheng could no longer tolerate her in his 

eyes, and it was not because of the nightshade. Li Yun in front of him was already a cup of loess, so he 

would have to wait until today. 

Chen Tianming had no hatred with him, but the other party was abusive, and when he had just fought 

with himself, he would kill him if he tried any tricks. 

In this case, how could Yu Sheng let the two people leave alive, but when he wanted to kill the two, Yu 

Sheng looked back at the people around him. There were people all around, except for the people from 

Xuantianzong and Du Fei. In addition to the people brought, there are other people. 

Xuan Tianzong has just started, it is not good for him to kill people wantonly. 

“Those things are because you were wrong, I just want revenge, I don’t care… You forget him, he is the 

eldest son of the Chen family, can’t you move him?” 

Regardless of Li Yun, she said to Yu Sheng capriciously. 

Du Fei didn’t know when he leaned forward. He looked at the woman in front of him and said silently, 

“Why does this femme fatale have her everywhere?” 



No one answered Du Fei’s words, because everyone didn’t care about this, Yu Sheng curled his lips and 

said a little funny: “Do you think this thing can threaten me?” 

Use the Chen family to suppress yourself? Hidden Sejong Sect Chen’s family, others may tremble after 

hearing this, but he won’t for the rest of his life, he has nothing.  

Chapter: 1806 

Of course Li Yun knew that this incident could not threaten the rest of her life, but how could she be 

willing to give up all hope without trying? 

Chen Tianming behind her kept vomiting blood, but he walked out after Li Yun was born. 

He said: “If you want to kill, kill or scrape. I’m not afraid of you.” 

Chen Tianming’s attitude is not arrogant, his tone is light, and he is very calm. Anyone who reads it will 

have to praise it. It really deserves to come from the hidden Sejong Gate and some small households are 

different. 

“Did I say I wanted you to be afraid of me?” Yu Sheng couldn’t help laughing after hearing this. 

Interesting… Interesting, look at the other person saying such things. I have been above it for a long 

time, and I will always feel that what I mean is what others mean, and I use my own heart to speculate 

on other people’s hearts. 

Yu Sheng really wanted to solve Chen Tianming, but in such a large public, he would not let his hands 

and Xuan Tianzong have a bad reputation on his back. 

There is clearly a way to not see the blood, why do you dirty your hands? 

Yu Shengzhen was waiting for the answer from the other party, and then smiled and said, “Budo has the 

rules of martial arts. You are all in the martial arts. If you make mistakes, of course you will be sent to 

the temples. I have to kill you. What do you mean? Lynching?” 

He didn’t approve of waving his hand at all, and repeatedly said to the side that he was not a person 

who likes to use lynching, on the contrary, he was very reasonable and abiding by the rules. 

Li Yun’s face flushed after hearing this. Yu Sheng was really shameless. If he was such a person, she 

wouldn’t have to run out. 

It was not that I was afraid that Yu Sheng would directly attack Chen Tianming on an impulse, Li Yun just 

violently ran out of the dark. 

“Du Fei, please find a nurse to bandage them at that time, and then send them to the temples. 

Remember to explain the cause and effect.” Yu Sheng beckoned to Du Fei behind him, and said, “I 

believe the audience. The vision is discerning, and the temples will certainly enforce the law impartially.” 

After Yu Sheng had said this, he looked at the onlookers in particular. Everyone laughed at this side and 

yelled: “Sect Master Yu is righteous…” 

“Of course our vision is sharp, we can tell which is right and wrong… Sect Master Yu, we support you!” 

“Yes, yes! We support you! We support you…” 

Everyone yelled, and they knew for the rest of their lives that this was not from the heart, but just to see 

who was the winner and followed the crowd. 

If they are the loser today, they will also support Chen Tianming. 

People! Really unpredictable, terrible creatures, they are so fickle. 

“Okay, I will trouble everyone at that time.” Yu Sheng nodded at everyone, and then waved to the 

people of Xuan Tianzong. 

The group of people left Chengyue Teahouse Wuyangyang, leaving Du Fei alone to sort out the 

endgame. 



After today, there will be no more Chengyue teahouse, which opened in the bustling center but used as 

a remote teahouse, and disappeared with the battle. 

Du Fei looked at the back of Yu Sheng’s departure and waved his hands helplessly: “You two are enough. 

You have done so many things. Now I have to sort out the endgame, stand up quickly, and I will send 

you to the temples.” 

He stretched his foot and kicked Chen Tianming, who was out of breath, and looked at Li Yun coldly, his 

eyes full of impatience. 

That guy is enough for the rest of his life, and he leaves every time he finishes it like this, leaving himself 

a mess. 

I brought so many people with me, and I was ready to make a big fuss to knock this place off. In the end, 

good guys, my own people didn’t have to take action at all, but they were here to clean up the mess. 

“Do I want to do so many things? If it weren’t for him, I wanted to do so many things, it was Yu Sheng’s 

fault!” 

Even when Li Yun died, she did not fear Du Fei’s cold eyes. She pointed to the place where Yu Sheng had 

left, and yelled that it was Yu Sheng’s fault, her eyes full of hatred. 

She knew that after today, she would never have a place to turn herself over again. Even if there were 

solanums, she would not think about getting better when she returned to the temples of the gods. 

Solanum didn’t know if he would help her at that time, but this time it violated the rules of the temples, 

Li Yun frowned tightly, and the word trouble was written on his face. 

Listening to the sharp voice of a certain woman, Du Fei curled his lips and warned: “Okay, look at that 

direction with that kind of eyes, and my eyes will be dug out for you.” 

He beckoned behind him, and he didn’t expect these two people to go by himself, he directly called his 

subordinates, and carried away the injured Chen Tianming and the desperate Li Yun.  

Chapter: 1807 

All the temples, a place of majesty. 

Pei Tianqing, the lord of the temples of the gods, sat on the main seat. He stared at the front and quietly 

observed the reactions of the four main generals. 

Not long ago, Yu Sheng sent two people, and the other handed them a bunch of files. These two people 

did a lot of good things and violated the rules of many temples. Yu Sheng sent people to them. 

judgment. 

Pei Tianqing also looked through the files at the time, and these people not only violated the rules of the 

temples, but also caused a lot of trouble for the rest of his life. 

Moreover, these two people are more or less intimate with these four great masters, and they can be 

regarded as their own people in the temples. 

Doesn’t Pei Tianqing find it interesting if his own people violate their own rules and even target 

themselves. He has always been optimistic about the rest of his life? 

“Solanum…What do you think of your apprentice?” Pei Tianqing asked with open lips. 

The nightshade, the second of the four masters sitting below, replied with a blank face, “What else can I 

see, is she my apprentice, so I have to protect her? And because she is me? Apprentice, then you have 

to do things according to the rules, and the lord will watch it!” 

Solanum was very unselfish when he said this. He kicked the ball that Pei Tianqing had kicked back 

again. The palace owner Pei Tianqing who got him was rather helpless, so he could only turn his eyes to 

the phantom. 



Chen Tianming is the eldest son of a family that has been married to their Xu family for generations, and 

Xu Ying has a great say in this matter. 

“What do you watch me do? The Chen family’s affairs have nothing to do with me, and our temples 

have always acted according to the rules?” 

Pei Tianqing still didn’t speak, but just a look in the eyes, and there was an immediate reaction from the 

shadow side. 

Come on, looking at this situation, I’m thinking about it again. 

These two guys didn’t even think about interceding, and they were clearly telling themselves, let them 

fend for themselves, and do whatever they want. 

“Okay, since you have said so, then just follow the rules! After all, our temples have always been 

selfless.” 

“Xuhua, this matter is left to you. A proper solution must be given to Xuantianzong Yusheng. They are 

victims.” 

Pei Tianqing smiled and said to the person sitting below. When he laughed, he was very gentle, and 

coupled with his handsome appearance, he gave people a very comfortable aura all day long. 

“Yes.” Xuhua replied. 

The big people resolve things very quickly, because they have reached the top, no longer need to take 

into account the feelings of others, do whatever they want, and talk about one thing with just a few 

words. 

Seeing that the matter was almost resolved, Pei Tianqing coughed slightly, and solemnly said to the four 

people below: “This time I called you all over. Actually, it’s not just because of this matter, but more 

because of this. …” 

Long ago, Pei Tianqing had already found someone to take over as the next master of the temples. 

For so long, he has been quietly paying attention to that person, that person is really very good, 

especially because of this incident, Pei Tianqing can’t wait to pass the position to the other party. 

There are strategies, methods, and the same heart of benevolence, can attack the world and defend the 

world, especially… this person has a human nature. 

When people reach a certain height, they often abandon their humanity after they have power. This is 

really rare. 

“What? Are you going to step down as the palace master?” The four masters finally got some emotions 

after hearing this. One or two of them turned to look at Pei Tianqing, with shock in their eyes. 

“Why do you want to step down as the palace master?” 

“Yeah! You are so young, who can take over if you leave?” 

The people below obviously waited for Pei Tianqing’s answer and started to persuade him, hoping that 

he could recover and become famous and not do stupid things. 

Yes! For them, Pei Tianqing was doing stupid things when he stepped down as the head of the palace. 

“I’m not young or old anymore, this position! It’s time for young people to sit up.” Pei Tianqing patted 

the chair he was sitting on and said: “He is more suitable than me. I believe he will be the temple of the 

gods. The best palace master.” 

Pei Tianqing is very confident that he has been watching this.  

Chapter: 1808 

“The best lord?” The nightshade sitting underneath curled his lips. His whole face was as white and cold 

as his clothes. He slowly said, “No matter how good it is, no matter how good it is, it is not You!” 



They have been with Pei Tianqing for a long time. Since Pei Tianqing became the hall master, they have 

been with Pei Tianqing. Now this guy wants to leave them and escape, and find a new hall master for 

them. Can you accept this thing instead? 

“This guy Solanum finally spoke a human word.” The other person on the side immediately agreed: 

“How can the guy you fancy is good? What we want is you, and we want you to be the lord of the 

palace. do you understand?” 

Their faces were full of rejections, they didn’t accept the new palace master who didn’t even know his 

name, and only wanted to keep Pei Tianqing. 

Seeing their obsessive appearance, Pei Tianqing didn’t know whether to cry or laugh. The matter of 

stepping down as the lord of the palace was his choice after careful consideration, not an impulse. 

At the first sight of that person, the person Pei Tianqing looked at had always regarded that person as 

the next palace master to cultivate. 

If it wasn’t for the other party who didn’t want to apprentice, he would have said that the other party 

had become an apprentice. 

Originally, I didn’t want to hand over the position to the opponent so soon, and I wanted to examine it 

more, but because of this incident, Pei Tianqing felt that the time had come. 

“Okay, do you guys say enough?” 

Pei Tianqing interrupted the murmur of disapproval from the people below, sternly said, “No matter 

what you want, and what you want, the things I have decided cannot be changed, and I just I’m 

informing you.” 

“Not long ago, I had written my resignation, and at the same time I also wrote his name in the scores of 

the temples. 

You also know that once you enter the score, you can’t change it, so what you are saying now is not 

useful. The matter of him taking office is only a matter of time. 

What’s more, I have sent people down to inform him, and you will probably see the new palace master 

soon, and you all know him. ” 

Pei Tianqing waved his hand and said a dalian string. After speaking, the whole person took a big breath, 

and it was so cool to think that he could step down as the lord of the palace. 

He is really tired of sitting in this position, and he cannot be said to be tired of sitting. There are no new 

things for the temples, so he is extremely hopeful that he will be replaced by a new master of the 

temples and make it a new level. building. 

This wave of cutting first and playing afterwards is also considered absolute. The four major generals 

looked at each other, and then asked Pei Tianqing who was sitting on the main seat: “The hall master 

admires this person so much, who is he?” 

To be honest, they really rarely hear Pei Tianqing praise a person so much, and they all have 

appreciation in their eyes. 

“This person!” Pei Tianqing looked at the bottom with a curious look and smiled and said, “This person is 

one of the protagonists of this incident for the rest of his life.” 

When Pei Tianqing said this, he pointed to Solanum and Xuying. They were all the people who were 

involved in the Chengyue Teahouse incident this time. 

“What, it turned out to be his little guy, are you sure he can manage the temples?” 

Xuhua on the side asked in a daze after hearing this. 

When Pei Tianqing heard the words, he looked at him coldly and continued: “I believe that his ability is 

obvious to all, and his strength I think you also know the genius among the geniuses, and that is, don’t 



you believe my eyes? ” 

These words immediately knocked down all the doubts and dissatisfaction in their hearts. 

The strength of the rest of his life is obvious to all. His behavior and all kinds of things all the time are 

actually really suitable to be the leader. 

They will have such a look, but they are all because they are reluctant to bear the hall master in front of 

them, and they have actually guessed it a long time ago. The hall master may have liked this for the rest 

of his life. 

After all, Pei Qingtian’s attention and training for the rest of his life really had to make people want to be 

crooked, but he didn’t expect that this day would come so fast. 

The performance of the rest of their lives this time also made them very satisfied. It was clear that the 

rest of their grievances could be resolved by themselves, and both of them were killed. 

But in that situation, it was still sensible to send people to the temples for them to solve, and even after 

the matter was over, they didn’t even go to the Chen family to make trouble. It was really good. 

After all, it was the Chen family that was wrong in this matter. It was reasonable for him to go to the 

Chen family to find trouble and trouble, but he didn’t want to go. Staying breath, let the four masters 

appreciate it. 

Even among the four major generals, some people don’t like Yu Sheng, but they have to appreciate what 

he did.  

Chapter: 1809 

“Okay, this matter is finalized, you don’t need to say any more, let’s all leave, wait for some time to 

meet the new hall master.” 

With a big wave of his hand, all the people underneath were dispersed, Pei Tianqing also slowly got up 

and left the main position of the temples. 

There was no dissatisfaction with this position on his face, because he knew that the next Lord of the 

Palace was great and would do well. 

On the other side, for the rest of his life as far away as the Xuantian Sect in Qiancheng, he didn’t know 

what was happening in the temples of the gods. 

He is now finishing the Xuantianzong meeting and is rushing to his room! He hurried to see Magnolia. 

Because he ran to deal with the Chengyue Teahouse and the meeting, he still didn’t have a good 

company to accompany the newly rescued Magnolia, and now he felt guilty and impatient, and wanted 

to see his beloved as soon as possible. 

“Magnolia.” She shouted anxiously for the rest of her life without entering the house. 

Fortunately, this time someone responded to him. As soon as his voice fell, the person inside 

immediately responded: “I am here.” 

I opened the door and walked in, and I saw the woman sitting on the side of the bed obediently, holding 

a book in her hand. It seemed that she was reading when she was away. 

“I’m back.” Yu Sheng hurriedly walked over and held the woman in his arms. He reached out and 

touched the woman’s head. He said, “I’m sorry, I just found you now.” 

Yu Sheng was really very guilty. After solving these things, he also learned more. He knew that Magnolia 

had suffered a lot in places he couldn’t see. 

A woman who was pregnant in such a dark place was tortured physically and mentally. She must have 

been looking forward to saving her day and night, but she was so late. 

“I have nothing to do, am I okay now? And in the end you found me?” 



When Magnolia saw her uncomfortable appearance for the rest of her life, she also felt distressed. In 

fact, it was fake to say that she was not afraid during the period of imprisonment. 

However, she always knew that for the rest of her life she would find herself one day, so besides being 

afraid, she didn’t have too many emotions, and she knew that the rest of her life would come. 

It was the rest of her life who accompanied her through these difficult nights after another. How could 

she be willing to be so sad for the rest of her life. 

“I found you, but I was also late at the same time.” 

“Don’t worry, with me in the future, I will never let this happen again.” 

“Magnolia, I’m really scared, I’m sorry… I’ll get married!” 

Yu Sheng’s words were incoherent, he was very guilty, but then he came out inexplicably, let’s get 

married, and confuse Magnolia. 

Does this jump channel jump so fast? Magnolia is still searching in her heart to use what words to 

comfort the rest of her life? 

As a result, Yu Sheng was stunned in the next second. 

Yu Sheng looked at the startled person, and then said: “Magnolia, let’s get married!” 

Yes, after so many things, he wants to marry Magnolia. 

He wanted to turn his fiancee into a wife, he decided, he wanted to lock the woman in front of him by 

his side. 

Because of these things, Yu Sheng became more and more aware of how important this woman is to 

him. 

At the same time, because of the appearance of fake white magnolia, Yu Sheng understood one thing. 

He has always liked white magnolia only, and he liked her, not her face. 

Even if the same face appears, he only likes Magnolia. Since he likes it so much, it’s better to keep him 

by his side. 

For the rest of his life, he didn’t speak. He waited quietly for the other party’s reply. There was some 

anxiety in his heart. He was afraid that Magnolia would not agree. They obviously loved each other and 

knew that the other party would agree, but he was still afraid. 

“Do you know what you are talking about?” The regained Magnolia smiled and asked helplessly. 

Her smile was obviously happy, but she still asked her if she was afraid that Yu Sheng was joking, why 

would she be afraid if Yu Sheng was afraid of her? 

It is precisely because of deep love that you will be cautiously afraid! 

When Yu Sheng heard this question, he straightened his lips and said word by word, without hurries, 

and solemnly said: “I know what I’m talking about, I’m—say—I—will—and—you—end -marriage.”  

Chapter: 1810 

For the rest of his life, the words were like the sound of a bell, knocking in Magnolia’s heart one after 

another, and then the echo remained in her heart for a long time. 

Magnolia’s tears somehow came down with a single brush, her throat seemed to be stuck in something, 

she wanted to speak but couldn’t say it, she could only nod her head blindly. 

After a while, it was difficult to spit out a word from his mouth: “Okay.” 

The voice was very weak and light, but for the rest of his life, he was very happy. He picked up the white 

magnolia, and held the white magnolia in circles like a child. 

“Child…our child…” 

Seeing Yu Sheng’s excitement, Bai Magnolia hurriedly stopped him, and if he continued to play like this, 



the children would almost be fooled by them. 

The rest of his life reacted, quickly put down the white magnolia, and then swished towards the door. 

He still yelled: “You are obediently waiting for me in the house. I will tell them that my proposal is 

successful and let them start preparing for the wedding.” 

For the rest of his life, this guy was very anxious, and he was thinking about holding a wedding right 

after his successful marriage proposal. 

Magnolia wanted to stop him, but the person who couldn’t speak the words ran away, and finally she 

shook her head helplessly and left with him. 

For the rest of my life in a hurry, how could I not know that I was a bit too anxious to prepare for the 

wedding right after the proposal was successful? 

They can hold the wedding whenever they can, but the child in Magnolia’s belly can’t wait! 

Look at the appearance of the micro-arch, how inconvenient to wear a wedding dress by that time, at 

least the wedding dress can still cover a little bit now. 

For the rest of his life, she didn’t want Magnolia to conceive first when she was unmarried. This was bad 

for a girl’s reputation. He wanted Magnolia to get married before giving birth to the child. 

At the same time, he didn’t want to get a certificate. He wanted to give Magnolia a wedding. That was 

the woman he loved so much. How could there be no wedding? 

Not only need a wedding, but also let her attend beautifully, find the most famous designer, design the 

best-looking wedding dress, cover the slightly bulging belly, and put on a beautiful makeup, she is the 

most beautiful in the world Bride. 

The rest of my life thought of such a scene, the whole person became more and more excited, all the 

way like a seventeen-year-old boy jumping and jumping. 

This marriage proposal, after all, swept away his all-time haze, allowing them to clear away the clouds 

and fog. 

When he arrived at the main hall of Xuan Tianzong, Yu Sheng strode in. He took out his mobile phone 

and prepared to gather the people and discuss with them about the wedding, the sooner the better. 

Unexpectedly, as soon as he took out his mobile phone and walked into the hall, he saw that the hall 

was full of people. 

He looked at what was going on with those people in confusion. He still didn’t make a phone call, so he 

was so conscious? 

Jia Ming was very nervous. He was thinking about calling Yu Sheng. He didn’t think that Yu Sheng would 

show up. He quickly pulled Yu Sheng and said, “The master is not good, the people from the temples are 

here.” 

When Jia Ming said this, the whole person was collapsed, and he was very nervous. They did something 

like that not long ago, and the temples of the gods came to the door. Wouldn’t it be trouble for them? 

In any case, it was also the Chen family of the Sejong Sect, who had come to make trouble with the 

temples, and it seemed that it was not an unreasonable matter. 

“Come on! What are you shaking? Calm down.” 

Yu Sheng followed Jia Ming’s gaze and saw people not far away. They were the people from the 

temples, or the celebrities around the lord, the two people who often accompanied Pei Tianqing. 

With a smile on his face, Yu Sheng stepped forward and asked, “Why are the two of you here?” 

“The two of us! This is for you to announce the good news.” The red man beside the masters of the two 

temples smiled, beaming towards Yu Sheng. 

At the same time, there was a trace of flattery in their actions. For the rest of their lives, the people in 



the temples, who are frowning and frowning, need to flatter themselves? 

Although Pei Tianqing also values herself very much, but not to this point, right? 

Yu Sheng was a little confused by the actions of these two people. He was wondering if he had just 

made a successful marriage proposal. He was so excited and dazzled. 

“What the hell is this happy event that I can bother you to both of you.” Yu Sheng forced himself back to 

nature and asked softly.  

 


